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Abstract. A parallel algorithm for solving meeting schedule problems is presented in this paper where the problem
is NP-complete. The proposed system is composed of two maximum neural networks which interact with each
other. One is anM × S neural network to assign meetings to available time slots on a timetable whereM andS
are the number of meetings and the number of time slots, respectively. The other is anM × P neural network to
assign persons to the meetings whereP is the number of persons. The simulation results show that the state of
the system always converges to one of the solutions. Our empirical study shows that the solution quality of the
proposed algorithm does not degrade with the problem size.
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1. Introduction

It was reported by Teger that an executive spends nearly
50 percent of the time on the job for informal and formal
meetings, and that even a manager spends 47 percent of
his/her working time on such face-to-face type meet-
ings [11]. Scheduling of meetings is one of the funda-
mental functions of office automation but it is complex
and time-consuming. To find a meeting schedule so-
lution which satisfies all the given constraints is one
of the NP-complete problems [1]. Although there ex-
ist a large number of scheduling problems, there are
few practical meeting schedule problems presented in
literature. Sugihara et al. proposed a meeting sched-
uler in 1989, applying a heuristic algorithm for a
timetable rearrangement problem [6]. When a new
meeting is added to an existing meeting schedule,
the time complexity of their rearrangement algorithm
becomesO(M2P2NqT2) where M, P, N,q, and T
are the number of meetings, the number of persons,
max{|oi (st, t (mnew))|} + 1, the number of attendants

of the new meeting, and the maximum number of time
slots among all the meetings, respectively. Note that
oi (st) is an ordered set of the meetings which person
#i attends from a time slot st for the duration of a
new meetingt (mnew) when person #i attends the new
meeting. Their algorithm does not always provide op-
timum solutions. In 1991, Sen et al. proposed a formal
study of distributed meeting scheduling using alterna-
tive heuristic strategies and a multistage negotiation
protocol [5]. Their method is only in the preliminary
stage and cannot deal with larger or complex prob-
lems although it could lead to a parallel and distributed
system. To our knowledge, no parallel algorithm for
meeting schedule problems has been proposed. This
paper introduces a neural network parallel algorithm
for meeting schedule problems.

The first neural network using sigmoid neurons
was proposed by Hopfield and Tank for optimization
problems [2]. Szu used the McCullock-Pitts neural
network for the traveling salesman problem [7].
Takefuji et al. have proposed the hysteresis McCullock-
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Pitts neural network and the maximum (winner-take-
all) neural network for several NP-complete problems
[3, 4, 8–10, 12, 13]. Our algorithm uses two maximum
neural networks which interact with each other.

2. Meeting Schedule Problem

The following four conditions based on Sugihara
et al. [6], which should not be violated when setting up
the meeting schedule, are considered in our scheduling
problems:

1) No person attends more than one meeting at the
same time.

2) Meetings have priority where “mi < mj ” means
that meetingmj must start after meetingmi ends.

3) For any meetingmi , persons are divided into a set of
groupsg(mi ) where one and only one person from
each of the groups can attend meetingmi .

4) Each meetingmi starts at one of the available time
slotss(mi ) and takes the amount of timet (mi ) as
the duration.

Consider an 8-person, 5-meeting, 16-time-slot prob-
lem as an example:

a) Persons= {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
b) Meetings= {m1,m2,m3,m4,m5}.
c) Meeting priority:m1 < m5 andm2 < m4.
d) Duration of the five meetings:t (m1) = 2, t (m2) =

4, t (m3) = 3, t (m4) = 3, t (m5) = 2.
e) Groups: g(m1) = {{2, 3}, {7, 8}}, g(m2) = {{1},
{2}, {3}, {4}, {7}, {8}},g(m3)={{2}, {5}, {6, 7, 8}},
g(m4)={{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {6, 7, 8}}, g(m5)={{1, 2},
{3, 4}, {6, 7}}.

f ) Available time slots:s(m1)={1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, s(m2)

={3, 4}, s(m3)={3, 4, 9, 10}, s(m4)={k: 3 ≤
k ≤ 13}, s(m5)={k: 1≤ k ≤ 15}.

Here, for example, “g(m3)={{2}, {5}, {6, 7, 8}}” means
that the first and the second group must send person #2
and person #5 to meetingm3, respectively, and that the
third group must send one among persons #6, #7, and
#8, and “s(m2) = {3, 4}” means that meetingm2 can
start at either time slot 3 or time slot 4.

Scheduling of meetings requires two tasks under the
above conditions. One is meeting-assignment to as-
sign meetings to available time slots on a timetable and
the other is person-assignment to assign persons to the
meetings. Our neural network algorithm yields both

the meeting-assignment and the person-assignment
scheduling.

3. Neural Representation

The mathematical model of an artificial neural net-
work consists of two components: neurons and synap-
tic links. The output signal transmitted from a neuron
propagates through the synaptic links to other neurons
as one of their inputs. Therefore, every artificial neu-
ron has the inputU and the outputV . The output of the
(i, j )th neuron is given byVi, j = f (Ui, j ) where f is
called the neuron’s input/output function which is de-
termined by the neuron model. The input of the(i, j )th
neuronUi, j is updated by the motion equation which
represents the synaptic links. The motion equation of
the(i, j )th neuron is generally given by:

dUi, j

dt
= − ∂E(V1,1, . . . ,Vi, j , . . . ,VM,P)

∂Vi, j

where E is the computational energy function fol-
lowing anM × P-variable function:E(V1,1, . . . ,Vi, j ,

. . . ,VM,P). The artificial neural network provides a
gradient descent method so as to minimize the fabri-
cated energy functionE. Usually, the left term in the
above equation is directly constructed by considering
the necessary and sufficient constraints and/or the cost
function from the given problem to updateUi, j . In
our meeting schedule problem, the cost function is not
necessary for the motion equation.

Our system is composed of two neural networks
which interact with each other to solve meeting sched-
ule problems. AnM × Sneural network array is used
for the meeting-assignment and anM × P neural net-
work array for the person-assignment whereS is the
number of time slots. One of the solutions is provided
in Fig. 1 for the above 8-person, 5-meeting, 16-time-
slot problem. Figure 1 depicts the states of the two
neural network arrays. The left side of Fig. 1 shows
the state of the 5× 16 meeting-assignment neural net-
work and the right shows the 5× 8 person-assignment
where each square represents a state of the(m, s)th neu-
ron and the(m, p)th neuron, respectively. The black
squares show that the outputs of the neurons generate
1’s. For example, in the meeting-assignment neural
network, the(1, 1)th neuron’s output is 1. It means
that meetingm1 starts on time slot 1. The(1, 2)th and
the (1, 7)th neurons in the person-assignment neural
network of Fig. 1 generate 1’s, which means that per-
sons #2 and #7 attend meetingm1. The state of the
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Figure 1. A solution for problem #1 (8-person, 5-meeting, 16-time-
slot problem.

(i, j )th neuron is determined by the following neuron
models and motion equations.

The meeting-assignment must satisfy the condition
that meetingmi is assigned to one of the time slots
which is constrained bys(mi ). To cope with this con-
straint, the meeting-assignment maximum neuron is
used. The input/output function of the(i, j )th neuron
is given by:

V mi, j = 1 if Umi, j = max{Umi,s | s ∈ s(mi )};
0 otherwise

(1)

whereV mi, j andUmi, j are the output and the input
of the(i, j )th neuron for the meeting-assignment neu-
ral network, respectively, andi and j are the meeting
number and the time slot, respectively. The equation
“ V mi, j = 1” means that meetingmi starts at time
slot j .

The motion equation represents interconnections
between the(i, j )th neuron and other neurons. The mo-
tion equation for the meeting-assignment neural net-
work includes two violation functions corresponding
to two constraints. One is the meeting-priority viola-
tion function: mp(x, y) which generates 1 if meeting
my must start after meetingmx ends and 0 other-
wise. The other is the meeting-overlap violation func-
tion: ovlp(st(mx), t (mx), st(my), t (my)) which be-
comes 1 if two meetingsmx and my overlap and 0
otherwise. Note that st(mx) is the starting time slot
of meetingmx. The overlap condition for meetings
mx and my is given by: st(mx)< st(my)< st(mx)

+ t (mx), st(mx)< st(my)+ t (my)< st(mx) + t (mx),

st(my)< st(mx)< st(my)+ t (my), or st(my)< st(mx)

+ t (mx) < st(my) + t (my). The motion equation of
the(m, s)th neuron for meetingmm and time slots is
given by:

dUmm,s

dt
= −A

M∑
i=1

i 6=m

{
s+t (mm)−1∑

j=1

mp(m, i )V mi, j

+
S∑

j=s−t (mi )+ 1

mp(i,m)V mi, j

}

− B

 P∑
p=1

M∑
d=1

d 6=m

V gm,pV gd,povlp(st(mm),

t (mm), st(md), t (md))

 (2)

where A and B are constant coefficients. Note that
V gx,y is the output of the(x, y)th neuron in the person-
assignment neural network.V gx,y becomes 1 if per-
son #y attends meetingmx and 0 otherwise. The first
term in Eq. (2) describes the meeting-priority viola-
tion forces: the meeting-priority violation in a range
of 1 to time slots+ t (mm)− 1, and that in a range of
s− t (mi )+ 1 to the end of the time slots. The second
term in Eq. (2) is the inhibitory force to eliminate over-
laps of meetings where meetingsmm andmd should not
be overlapped if the same person attends the meetings
mm andmd. These two terms discourage the(m, s)th
neuron from generating a nonzero output if it violates
the above conditions.

In order to accelerate the simulation speed, the fol-
lowing Eq. (2′) is used instead of Eq. (2):

If (t mod 10) < 8 then

dUmm,s

dt

= −A
M∑
i=1
i 6=m

{
s+t (mm)−1∑

j = 1

mp(m, i )V mi, j

+
S∑

j = s−t (mi )+1

mp(i,m)V mi, j

}
V mm,s

− B

 P∑
p=1

M∑
d=1
d 6=m

V gm,pV gd,povlp(st(mm),

t (mm), st(md), t (md))

V mm,s
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else

dUmm,s

dt
=−A

M∑
i=1

i 6=m

{
s+t (mm)−1∑

j = 1

mp(m, i )V mi, j

+
S∑

j = s−t (mi )+ 1

mp(i,m)V mi, j

}

− B

 P∑
p=1

M∑
d=1

d 6=m

V gm,pV gd,povlp(st(mm),

t (mm), st(md), t (md))

 (2′)

wheret is the number of iteration steps. The first equa-
tion is activated only for neurons generating nonzero
outputs while the second one is for all neurons. This
method helps the state of the system to escape from the
local minimum [9]. The convergence of the maximum
neural network is attached in Appendix 1.

The otherM × P neural network array is used to
assign persons to the meetings where one and only one
person from each group must attend the meeting. The
person-assignment maximum neuron is employed to
satisfy the condition. The input/output function of the
(i, j )th neuron is given by:

V gi, j = 1 if Ugi, j = max{Ugi,p | p ∈ gk(mi )};
0 otherwise (3)

where V gi, j and Ugi, j are the output and the input
of the (i, j )th neuron for the person-assignment neu-
ral network, respectively, andi, j, andgk(mi ) are the
meeting number, the person number, and thekth group
in meetingmi , respectively. The equation “V gi, j = 1”
means that person #j attends meetingmi .

Since the neuron model includes one of the con-
straints, the motion equation of the(m, p)th neuron
for meetingmm and person #p is simply given by:

dUgm,p

dt
=−C

M∑
d=1

d 6=m

V gd,p

× ovlp(st(mm), t (mm), st(md), t (md)) (4)

whereC is a constant coefficient. This equation pro-
hibits one person #p from attending different meet-
ingsmm andmd simultaneously. In other words, if the

(m, p)th neuron violates the condition, then the input
decreases so that its output generates zero.

In order to accelerate the simulation speed and help
the system to escape from the local minimum, the
following Eq. (4′) is used instead of Eq. (4):

If (t mod 10) < 8 then

dUgm,p

dt
= −CV gm,p

M∑
d=1

d 6=m

V gd,p

× ovlp(st(mm), t (mm), st(md), t (md))

else

dUgm,p

dt
= −C

M∑
d=1

d 6=m

V gd,p

× ovlp(st(mm), t (mm), st(md), t (md))

(4′)

Notice that all the necessary and sufficient constraints
for the meeting schedule problems are taken into
account in the neuron models and motion equations
shown above.

4. Parallel Algorithm

The outputs of the neurons, determined by Eq. (3),
for the person-assignment neural network are used in
Eq. (2′) for the meeting-assignment neural network,
and those determined by Eq. (1) for the meeting-
assignment neural network affect the meeting-overlap
violation function in Eq. (4′) for the person-assignment
neural network. In this paper, a synchronous paral-
lel system is used to simulate the interaction between
the two neural networks where the input states of all the
neurons for the person-assignment neural network are
updated by Eq. (4′) simultaneously, and all the outputs
are evaluated at the same time by Eq. (3), then all the
inputs for the meeting-assignment neural network are
updated by Eq. (2′) simultaneously, and all the outputs
are evaluated by Eq. (1) at the same time, as shown in
the following procedure.

Step0. Sett = 0 andA = 5, B = C = 1.
Step1. Assign uniformly generated random numbers

to the initial values ofUmm,s(0) andUgm,p(0) for
m= 1, . . . ,M, s= 1, . . . , S, and p = 1, . . . , P.

Step2. EvaluateV mm,s(0) and V gm,p(0) for m =
1, . . . ,M, s = 1, . . . , S, and p = 1, . . . , P, using
Eqs. (1) and (3), respectively.
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Table 1. Summary of the results.

Problem The # of The # of The # of Av. # of Standard Av. comp. The # of conv./
# persons meetings time-slots iteration steps deviation time (sec) the # of trials

1 8 5 16 47.0 50.5 0.03 1000/1000

2 15 10 17 45.9 37.0 0.06 1000/1000

3 29 15 18 38.6 20.7 0.14 1000/1000

4 29 20 18 55.9 50.5 0.27 1000/1000

5 35 12 23 88.1 107.5 0.59 1000/1000

6 35 18 23 132.1 125.5 1.4 1000/1000

7 35 24 23 96.6 118.3 0.86 1000/1000

8 35 24 31 77.9 90.5 0.85 1000/1000

9 39 24 31 86.9 111.0 1.1 1000/1000

10 45 24 31 92.2 100.4 1.5 1000/1000

#: number; Av.: Average; comp.: computational; conv.: convergence; Av. comp. times were measured on an
HP 9000/710.

Step 3. Compute Eq. (4′) of the M × P person-
assignment neural network form = 1, . . . ,M and
p = 1, . . . , P to obtain1Ugm,p(t):

1Ugm,p(t) = dUgm,p

dt
(5)

Step 4. Update Ugm,p(t + 1) for m = 1, . . . ,M
and p = 1, . . . , P, based on the first-order Euler
method:

Ugm,p(t + 1) = Ugm,p(t)+1Ugm,p(t) (6)

Step5. EvaluateV gm,p(t + 1) for m= 1, . . . ,M and
p = 1, . . . , P using Eq. (3) and incrementt by 1.

Step 6. Compute Eq. (2′) of the M × S meeting-
assignment neural network form = 1, . . . ,M and
s= 1, . . . , S to obtain1Umm,s(t):

1Umm,s(t) = dUmm,s

dt
(7)

Step7. UpdateUmm,s(t + 1) for m = 1, . . . ,M and
s= 1, . . . , S, based on the first-order Euler method:

Umm,s(t + 1) = Umm,s(t)+1Umm,s(t) (8)

Step8. EvaluateV mm,s(t + 1) for m= 1, . . . ,M and
s= 1, . . . , Susing Eq. (1) and incrementt by 1.

Step9. If V mm,s= 1 and Umm,s(t)= 0 for m= 1,
. . . ,M and s= 1, . . . , S, and V gm,p= 1 and
1Ugm,p(t)= 0 for m= 1, . . . ,M and p= 1,
. . . , P, then terminate this procedure otherwise go to
Step 3.

The first-order Euler method is used in Eqs. (6)
and (8) to update the inputs. Step 9 shows the ter-
mination condition in which all the necessary and suf-
ficient constraints for a meeting schedule problem are
satisfied. Note that the values of the coefficients set in
Step 1 does not affect the results very much althoughA
is set bigger thanB so that meeting priority is satisfied
first.

5. Experimental Results

The proposed algorithm was implemented on a Mac-
intosh PowerBook 170 computer and an HP 9000/710
computer, although the algorithm is executable both
on a sequential machine and a parallel one. We have
examined ten problems to test our algorithm. Table 1
summarizes the results. Note that these results were
obtained when one thousand simulation runs were per-
formed in every problem by using different initial states
with the uniformly generated random numbers. The
number of persons and the number of meetings were
almost doubled from problems #1 to #2 and #2 to #4
while the number of time slots was increased 1 slot
per problem. Namely, the meeting schedule became
denser and the scheduling became more complex. The
simulation results showed, however, that the average
number of iteration steps for each problem is almost
the same. The average number of iteration steps in-
creased gradually but only slightly with the problem
size for other problems. Some of the typical distri-
butions of the number of iteration steps to converge
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Figure 2. The distribution of the convergence iteration steps for
problem #1.

Figure 3. The distribution of the convergence iteration steps for
problem #3.

Figure 4. The distribution of the convergence iteration steps for
problem #6.

to the solutions are shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 for
problems #1, #3, #6, and #9, respectively. They show
that the average number of iteration steps increased
because the distribution became larger. Average com-
putational times were measured on an HP 9000/710
computer. The average computational time increased
with the problem size. Notice that, however, the aver-
age computational time on a parallel computer is sup-
posed to be proportional to the average number of it-
eration steps. Through the simulation runs, the state
of the system always converged to one of the solutions
within 900 iterations for every problem. The algorithm
obtained several solutions for every problem from the
different initial values ofUgm,p andUmm,s. Figures 1,
6, 7, and 8 depict one of the solutions for problems
#1, #3, #6, and #9, respectively.

Figure 5. The distribution of the convergence iteration steps for
problem #9.

Figure 6. A solution for problem #3 (29-person, 15-meeting,
18-time-slot problem).

Figure 7. A solution for problem #6 (35-person, 18-meeting,
23-time-slot problem).

Figure 8. A solution for problem #9 (39-person, 24-meeting,
31-time-slot problem).
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6. Conclusion

We proposed a parallel algorithm using two maxi-
mum neural networks for meeting schedule problems
in office automation. The proposed algorithm requires
M × S and M × P neural networks for the meeting-
assignment and the person-assignment, respectively.
Our neuron models and motion equations satisfy all the
constraints for meeting schedule problems by a gradi-
ent descent method where the inputs and the outputs are
updated in parallel. The two neural networks interact
with each other to generate meeting schedule solutions
yielding both the meeting-assignment and the person-
assignment scheduling. The state of the system always
converged to a solution. The algorithm also obtained
several different solutions for each problem. Simula-
tion results showed that the solution quality of the pro-
posed algorithm does not degrade with the problem
size.

We are planning to apply the proposed algorithm to
other kinds of scheduling problems in which “meeting”
could be renamed as “process” and “person” could be
“instrument”. We will also try to install the system on
a parallel machine in the future.

Appendix 1

Convergence Property of the Maximum
Neural Network

Convergence property of the maximum neural network
is determined by the time derivatives of energy of
the system,d E

dt where E is the energy function. In
Lemma 1, the convergence of the maximum neural net-
work for the meeting schedule problem is given, where
for convenience, only the meeting-assignment neural
network is considered because the convergence of the
person-assignment neural network can also be proved
in the same way as for the meeting-assignment neural
network.

Lemma 1. d E
dt ≤ 0 is satisfied under two conditions

such as

(1) dUmi, j

dt = − ∂E
∂V mi, j

and

(2) V mi, j = 1 if Umi, j = max{Umi,s | s ∈ s(mi )}
and0 otherwise

Proof: Consider the derivatives of the computational
energyE with respect to timet :

d E

dt
=
∑

i

∑
j

dUmi, j

dt

dV mi, j

dUmi, j

∂E

∂V mi, j

= −
∑

i

∑
j

(
dUmi, j

dt

)2 dV mi, j

dUmi, j

where ∂E
∂V mi, j

is replaced by− dUmi, j

dt (condition 1).

Let dUmi, j

dt be Umi, j (t + dt)−Umi, j (t)
dt . Let dV mi, j

dUmi, j
be

V mi, j (t + dt)−V mi, j (t)
Umi, j (t + dt)−Umi, j (t)

. Let us consider the term
∑

i(
dUmi, j

dt )
2

dV mi, j

dUmi, j
for each meeting separately. LetUmi,a(t + dt)

be the maximum at timet + dt andUmi,b(t) be the
maximum at timet for meetingmi :

Umi,a(t + dt) = max{Umi,s(t + dt) | s ∈ s(mi )}
Umi,b(t) = max{Umi,s(t) | s ∈ s(mi )}

It is necessary and sufficient to consider the follow-
ing two cases:

1) a = b
2) a 6= b

If Case 1) is satisfied, then there is no state change for
meetingmi . Consequently,

∑
i (

dUmi, j

dt )2
dV mi, j

dUmi, j
must be

zero.
If Case 2) is satisfied, then

∑
i

(
dUmi, j

dt

)2dV mi, j

dUmi, j

=
(

Umi,a(t + dt)−Umi,a(t)

dt

)2V mi,a(t + dt)− V mi,a(t)

Umi,a(t + dt)−Umi,a(t)

+
(

Umi,b(t + dt)−Umi,b(t)

dt

)2V mi,b(t + dt)− V mi,b(t)

Umi,b(t + dt)−Umi,b(t)

=
(

Umi,a(t + dt)−Umi,a(t)

dt

)2 1

Umi,a(t + dt)−Umi,a(t)

+
(

Umi,b(t + dt)−Umi,b(t)

dt

)2 −1

Umi,b(t + dt)−Umi,b(t)

= Umi,a(t + dt)−Umi,a(t)

(dt)2
− Umi,b(t + dt)−Umi,b(t)

(dt)2

= 1

(dt)2
{Umi,a(t + dt)−Umi,a(t)−Umi,b(t + dt)

+Umi,b(t)}
= 1

(dt)2
{Umi,a(t + dt)−Umi,b(t + dt)+Umi,b(t)

−Umi,a(t)}
> 0
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becauseUmi,a(t + dt) is the maximum at timet + dt
andUmi,b(t) is the maximum at timet for meetingmi .

The contribution from each term is either 0 or posi-
tive, therefore

∑
i

(
dUmi, j

dt

)2 dV mi, j

dUmi, j
≥ 0

and

−
∑

i

∑
j

(
dUmi, j

dt

)2 dV mi, j

dUmi, j
≤ 0⇒ d E

dt
≤ 0

2

Lemma 1 states that the solution quality improves
as time elapses until no further improvement can be
achieved and that the state of the system finally reaches
an equilibrium state or the optimal (near-optimum)
solution.
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